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Abstract-There are several parameters which may determine whether detachment folds or thrust faults develop in 
thin-skinned compressional systems. A fundamental but little pubhcised Parameter is apparent from consideration 
of detachment fold growth. As a detachment fold amplifies, its core must be filled by redistribution of ductile 
material. If the mobile material were insuf&ient to supply the volume required by the fold core through 
redistribution, fold growth would be inhibited and eventually faulting would occur. The volume of a detachment 
fold core is compared here with the volume of available underlying mobile material for various amounts of 
shortening and sizes of fold. The occurrence of detachment folds versus thrusts in several compressional belts is 
successfully predicted by this relationship. Copyright 8 1996 Elsevier Science Ltd 

Detachment folds as structures which accommodate 
thin-skinned shortening have long been documented 
(Willis, 1894), b u i i well known that while some thin- t t s 
skinned shortening belts are indeed characterised by 
detachment folds, others are characterised by thrust 
systems and their related fold styles (Boyer & Elliott 
1982, Suppe 1983, Suppe & Medwedeff 1990). In spite of 
abundant literature on various aspects of fold evolution 
in thin-skinned systems, the question of why thrusting 
rather than detachment folding should occur in a given 
thin-skinned compressional system has received rela- 
tively little attention, although there is general acceptance 
of detachment folds as being more likely to form in the 
presence of thick, ductile dkcollement layers (Wiltschko 
& Chapple 1977, Jamison 1987, Erickson 1996). Specific 
work on this problem has focused on the mechanical 
properties of real and model multilayers (Woodward & 
Rutherford 1989, Morley 1994, Erickson 1996). It is 
undoubtedly true that several parameters (for example 
strain rate, stress state, amount of shortening, mechan- 
ical stratigraphy) may have to be considered to fully 
address this issue. The purpose of this paper, however, is 
to explore a very simple geometrical idea, arising from an 
inherent feature of detachment fold growth, which may 
constitute a fundamental control on the style of thin- 
skinned shortening. Recognising that detachment fold 
growth must be accompanied by redistribution of 
relatively weak strata into the fold core (Wiltschko & 
Chapple 1977), it is suggested here that if there were 
insufficient material available to fill the fold core, then 
fold growth would be inhibited and shortening would 
have to be accommodated in some other way, for 
example thrusting (Fig. I). This problem has also been 
considered by Dahlstrom (1990) who offered a solution in 
the form of an alternative model of detachment fold 
growth. Dahlstrom’s model is discussed later. An attempt 
is made here to quantify the effect of detachment layer 
thickness on fold style by comparing the area in the core 
of an evolving detachment fold with the amount of 

material available in the mobile layers below to till the 
fold core. The calculation is first made for an idealised 
model of a detachment fold overlying a mobile layer and 
the predictions are then compared with a number of fold 
belts and thrust belts. 

MODEL AND ASSUMPTIONS 

Previous considerations of volumetric aspects of 
detachment fold growth have employed models of 
varying complexity, the simplest being a symmetrical 
chevron fold of fixed limb length (Poblet & Hardy 1995). 
That model for estimating fold core area is adopted 
here-Fig. 2 illustrates the relevant geometrical para- 
meters; note that the chevron construction also gives a 
reasonable approximation (a slight overestimate) of the 
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Fig. 1. Control of mobile detachment layer thickness on detachment 
fold versus thrust development during thin-skinned shortening. (a) If 
the mobire detachment layer is very Thin, significant fold amplification 
cannot be accommodated by flow from below the synclines into the 
anticlinal cores (1) and folding at the preferred wavelength is resisted 
until brittle failure. occurs (2). (b) If the mobile detachment layer is 
relatively thick, ample material is available to redistribute from below 

the synclines to the anticlinal cores, permitting fold amplification. 
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fold core area in more sinusoidal structures. This model 
does not take into account any layer parallel shortening. 
The isosceles triangle representing the core of a chevron 
fold has an apical angle y, flanked by sides of length &,/2. 
Employing the formula for area of an isosceles triangle 
and bearing in mind that sin(r/2) = &/AD, area A, is 

A, = 0.5@~/2)~ sin y = (Ai sin y)/S. (1) 

The transition from competent, folding layers to 
relatively incompetent, mobile material reflects several 
controls including lithology and pore pressure. The 
simple model used here assumes an abrupt transition 
such as would be the case on passing into a salt layer. The 
area of mobile layer assumed to be available for 
redistribution (A”) is taken to be ;l,t,. This embodies the 
presumption that mobile material moves only from 
below the evolving synclines into the anticlinal cores 
rather than flowing in from further afield (Wiltschko & 
Chapple 1977). In the interests of rendering the results of 
this analysis dimensionless, the ratio 1’= 1,/t, is 
introduced. With t, = 1, A’ = AD and the ratio of required 
material (A,) to available material (A”) then is 
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Fig. 2. Geometrical parameters used here to describe a detachment 
fold. &-Original (dominant) fold wavelength; &-present (finite) 
fold wavelength; t,--cover layer thickness; t,--detachment layer 
thickness; A,-area in core of detachment fold; A,-area of mobile 
detachment available to supply core of fold. (a) Multilayer, length I+, 
consisting of strong cover layer and weak detachment layer. (b) 
Symmetrical chevron fold cored by redistributed material from 
detachment layer. (c) Isosceles triangle representing core of chevron 

fold. y-Apical angle. 

AC/A” = (h’ sin y)/8. (2) 

Expression 2 is graphed for various amounts of 
shortening and a range of A,/& ratios in Fig. 3. Note 
that the choice of scale for AJAy on Fig. 3 absorbs much 
of the latitude in this analysis arising from the assump- 
tions of the model. The discrepancy between A, calcu- 
lated in this manner and A, in a more sinusoidal fold is 
relatively slight. There is greater discrepancy for other 
fold styles, for example concentric folding, which 
produces broad synclines and narrow anticlines at the 
rheological interface between the folding and the mobile, 
“detachment” layers (Dahlstrom 1969). Large rheologi- 
cal contrast between cover and detachment layers gives 
mullion-like structures and the contrast in wavelength of 
anticlines and synclines is still more pronounced (Talbot 
et al. 1988, Sokoutis 1990). Further departure from the 
basic relationship shown in Fig. 3 arises from the way 
that t, is handled here. A mobile detachment layer is 
intrinsically unlikely to give rise to plane strain, particu- 
larly when it is borne in mind that detachment folds tend 
to be periclinal (Dubey & Cobbold 1977)-the AJAy 
ratio given here will be an underestimate towards 
periclinal fold tips and an overestimate near periclinal 
fold crests. In the relatively common case where the 
detachment layer is evaporitic, the principle of volume 
conservation during deformation (e.g. Dahlstrom 1990) 
may not even apply, since unroofed periclinal structures 
may bleed significant quantities of mobile evaporites (Ala 
1974, Moretti et al. 1990). This leads to uncertainty in 
estimates of original stratigraphic thickness of a mobile 
layer; a task difficult enough in areas of limited well 
control. These various modifications of the basic model 
each result in some shift of the ordinate scale on Fig. 3, 
but the underlying idea remains the same. Acknowl- 
edging these complications, the transition through A,/ 
A,= 1 is shown as gradational on Fig. 3. In terms of the 
basic model used here, the critical 2 which gives AC/A, = 1 
for various amounts of shortening is given by expression 
3 

hLrit = g/sin y. 

This curve is also shown in Fig. 3. 

(3) 

DISCUSSION 

Figure 3 illustrates the ranges of 1’ ratios which 
represent multilayers in which detachment folding is 
free to occur and those in which detachment folding 
may be inhibited. Reviews of fold wavelength selection 
have shown that the ratio of ,I,/& tends to lie in the range 
5-10 (Price & Cosgrove 1990)-this range for AD/& has 
been used to estimate Jo for the purposes of plotting the 
thrust system examples on Fig. 3. The examples anno- 
tated on Fig. 3 have been plotted using /1’ and shortening, 
and show a good match with the predicted structural 
style, illustrating that, notwithstanding the effect of other 
parameters, the AC/Au ratio seems to constitute a 
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Ratio of required area (fold core A,) to available supply from mobile detachment (A,) plotted against shortening; note _ . ^ . . . . , . . . . . . . , . , . . . 
ordinate scale. Contoured for a range ot-dommant told wavelength (Ao) to detachment layer thickness (tY) ratios (no/t, = L). 
Adjustments to this graph resulting from different fold geometries and out of plane movement are discussed in text. Numbered 
boxes represent compressional belt examples: l-Appalachian Plateau detachment folds, Pennsylvania (Wiltschko & Chapple 
1977); 2-southern North Sea fold belt (Stewart & Coward 1996); 3-Perdido fold belt, Gulf of Mexico (Trudgill et al. 1995); 
eordona Basin fold belt, Pyrenees (Verges et al. 1992); I-Thrust system at Silur-rdovician level, Parry Islands, 
Canada (Harrison & Bally 1988); 6-Zagros, Iran (Koyi 1988); ‘I-Salt River Range, Wyoming (Jamison 1992); 8-Jura 
mountains, section from Vellerat to Grenchen (Mitra L Namson 1989); %-Western Chartreuse thrust system, French Alps 
(Butler 1992); l(rPonga Unit, Cantabrian thrust system, Spain (Alvarez-Marron & Perez-Estaun 1988). Dotted line shows 

magnitude of lo/tY at AC/A, = 1 (same ordinate scale). 

significant control on the style of thin-skinned shortening 
belts. For shortening in the range 5-60 %, multilayers in 
which the relatively competent, folding layer deforms 
with a dominant wavelength (1,) approximately 10 times 
greater than the detachment layer thickness (tV), lie near 
the geometrically defined boundary &/A,= 1. The 
examples which lie near this boundary are interesting in 
several respects. Multilayers of this geometry may 
undergo a transition from folding to thrusting much 
earlier than at the critical amount of shortening at which 
the folds lock up (c. 36% for concentric folds)--a mixture 
of detachment folds and thrusts is indeed seen, for 
example, in the Jura Mountains (Fig. 3) at around 30% 
shortening (Mitra & Namson 1989). A number of 
individual fold structures in the Jura have been inter- 
preted by Jordan & Noack (1992) as hybrid detachment- 
fault propagation folds, a style postulated by Jamison 
(1987). Fold structures in the Zagros belt (Fig. 3), show 
anomalously low AD/t, ratios (Koyi 1988), possibly 
reflecting suppression of ilD during the first increments 
of fold growth due to a dearth of mobile material. It may 
also be reasonable to suggest that when AC/A” - 1, the 1 
ratio is less significant relative to other parameters than it 
is when AC/A, is very small or very large. 

Figure 3 gives a perspective on the debate surrounding 
the models for detachment fold growth. Dahlstrom 
(1990) pointed out that with fixed limb length (2~42) the 

fold core area A, increases very rapidly to a maximum at 
around 30% shortening, then falls. Although Dahlstrom 
recognised that there is ample mobile material to 
redistribute at low 2’ ratios (satisfying the law of volume 
conservation for fixed limb length detachment folds as 
originally envisaged by De Sitter (1956) and Wiltschko & 
Chapple (1977)), he noted that this was not the case 
where the 1’ ratio was large. This led Dahlstrom (1990) to 
propose an alternative model for detachment fold growth 
at high 1’ ratios involving limb lengthening commensu- 
rate with the amplification of isoclinal-style detachment 
folds during shortening, maintaining low A,. Unfortu- 
nately, no field examples were described to reinforce this 
suggestion. The discussion presented here offers an 
alternative view, suggesting that at large L’ ratios (A,/ 
1, > lo), the law of conservation of volume may force the 
evolution of thrust-related fold structures. 

The view presented here might seem to differ from that 
of Jamison (1992), who studied a range of fold styles 
including detachment folds and fault-bend folds in the 
Wyoming-Idaho-Utah thrust belt. Jamison (1992) felt 
that there was negligible mechanostratigraphic variation 
between these different fold structures and concluded 
that evolution of stress state was the most important 
control upon fold style. Whilst that conclusion may be 
valid in that particular thrust system, Fig. 3 shows 
Jamison’s field example lying reasonably close to the A,/ 
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A, = 1 boundary, the zone where L’ may be inherently 
less significant than other parameters. It is therefore 
suggested here that stress evolution as discussed by 
Jamison (1992) is generally less fundamental a control- 
ling parameter on shortening style than 1’. 

APPLICATION 

(1) Prior to drilling for hydrocarbons in anticlinal fold 
closures, a key issue is whether or not the structure is 
breached by faults. If the quafity of available seismic data 
is relatively poor, it might be difficult to assign risk to 
breaching. However such data might still be sufficient for 

determining fold wavelength, and if the thickness of the 
detachment were known, then the relationship shown in 
Fig. 3 might indicate whether the structure was likely to 
be breached (fault-propagation fold) or not (detachment 
fold). This approach could supplement direct geometrical 
analysis of fold shape, which is not necessarily diagnostic 
(Jamison 1987, Epard & Groshong 1993). 

(2) A genetic relationship between multilayer geome- 
try and structural style as discussed here could prove 
useful during reverse modelling of compressional systems 
involving evaporites. For example, spatial and temporal 
variation in evaporite layer thickness could be considered 
in tandem with the transition from folding to thrusting. 
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